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Abstract Slow transient slip that releases stress along the deep roots of plate interfaces is most
often observed on regional GPS networks installed at the surface. The detection of slow slip is not trivial if
the dislocation along the fault at depth does not generate a geodetic signal greater than the observational
noise level. Instead of the typical workﬂow of comparing independently gathered seismic and geodetic
observations to study slow slip, we use repeating low-frequency earthquakes to reveal a previously
unobserved slow slip event. By aligning GPS time series with episodes of low-frequency earthquake activity
and stacking, we identify a repeating transient slip event that generates a displacement at the surface
that is hidden under noise prior to stacking. Our results suggest that the geodetic investigation of transient
slip guided by seismological information is essential in exploring the spectrum of fault slip.
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1. Introduction
Since their discovery almost two decades ago [Linde et al., 1996], slow slip events have most often been
observed to release tectonic stress without measurable seismic radiation outside of the seismogenic zone at
both subduction zones and transform plate interfaces [Beroza and Ide, 2011]. Slow slip can occur over several
days or several months, and the slip accumulated over their duration can represent as much elastic energy
release as large megathrust earthquakes (Mw > 7). Downdip of the seismogenic zone, the plate interface
transitions from a brittle to a ductile regime due to increasing temperatures and pressures along with higher
pore ﬂuid pressure resulting from metamorphic dehydration reactions of the subducting slab, facilitating the
generation of silent or slow slip [Audet et al., 2009; Song et al., 2009; Peacock et al., 2011; Audet and Bürgmann,
2014]. Slow slip is most often detected as transient displacements observed at continuous GPS (cGPS)
stations [Hirose et al., 1999; Dragert et al., 2001; Kostoglodov et al., 2003]; any silent slip at depth that does
not generate suﬃcient displacement at the surface will therefore most likely not be observed on GPS time
series. By exploiting the repeating nature of low-frequency earthquakes [e.g., Shelly et al., 2006], small shearing
events along the plate interface that are strongly correlated with slow slip [Frank et al., 2014], we are able to
lower the geodetic noise level to reveal recurring transient slip events.

2. Low-Frequency Earthquakes in Guerrero, Mexico
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We study here the Guerrero segment of the Mexican subduction zone (Figure 1) where large (Mw > 7.5) slow
slip events occur about every 4 years and are accompanied by tectonic tremor and low-frequency earthquakes, seismic phenomena coincident with silent slip along the plate interface [Kostoglodov et al., 2010;
Husker et al., 2012; Radiguet et al., 2012; Frank et al., 2013, 2014]. A dense, linear seismic network [MASE, 2007]
that was installed from Acapulco up to Tampico and going through Mexico City continuously recorded for
2.5 years, notably during the Mw 7.5 2006 slow slip event that lasted 6 months from April to November
[Radiguet et al., 2011]. This data set has been mined with systematic detection algorithms, producing a very
dense low-frequency earthquake catalog in both time and space with almost 2 million events spread over
1120 unique sources [Frank and Shapiro, 2014; Frank et al., 2014]. Given that each low-frequency earthquake
source will repeatedly produce events at rates that correlate in time with slow slip, we use their rates of activity
as an in situ probe to monitor the fault conditions at the subduction interface [Frank et al., 2014, 2015].
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Figure 1. Slow slip in the Guerrero subduction zone. The geometry of the plate interface is shown by the thin dashed black depth contours [Kim et al., 2013].
Local cGPS and seismic stations are represented, respectively, by green triangles and blue circles. The observed displacement vectors (black) for both the
averaged (a) short-term slow slip and the (b) long-term 2006 slow slip are plotted with 1𝜎 error ellipses. The slip distribution at the plate interface from the static
inversion of the observed displacements is shown for both cycles of slow slip; the corresponding displacement vectors at the surface are shown in red. The thick
dashed black contours indicate the main concentration of slip along the plate interface during the other slow slip cycle. (c) The two low-frequency earthquake
source regions are shown by the colored boxes. The segments of the plate interface that correspond to the slip contours in Figures 1a and 1b are outlined by the
orange rectangles. The black arrows show the gross tectonic movement during slow slip in Guerrero.

The Guerrero low-frequency earthquakes are distributed into two source regions along the plate interface
(Figure 1c) that have distinctly diﬀerent activity regimes [Frank et al., 2014]. The sweet spot, located the
farthest downdip, emits bursts of low-frequency earthquakes in an almost continuous fashion, indicating a
near-constant accommodation of tectonic stress and therefore a slip regime at the interface that is closer
to stable sliding [Husker et al., 2012; Frank et al., 2013]. Farther updip in the transient zone, low-frequency
earthquake activity is distributed into distinct episodes as shown in Figure 2, the largest of which occurs
during the 2006 slow slip event [Frank et al., 2014]. Given that the majority of activity within the transient zone
occurs during a large slow slip event, we explore in the following the feasibility of each of the low-frequency
earthquake episodes outside of the large 2006 event representing a smaller short-term slow slip. Previous
studies [Vergnolle et al., 2010; Husker et al., 2012; Zigone et al., 2012; Rivet et al., 2014] have suggested the same
possibility, but the geodetic signature of such small slip events has yet to be conﬁrmed on the local cGPS
network due to low signal-to-noise ratios (Figure 1).
2.1. Characteristic Low-Frequency Earthquake Episodes
We identify seven low-frequency earthquake episodes (Figure 2) within the Guerrero catalog that each have
several characteristic features [cf. Frank et al., 2014, Figure 7]. At the start of each episode, low-frequency earthquakes are ﬁrst observed in the most downdip portion of the sweet spot and then migrate updip farther into
the sweet spot. This is then followed by a number of streaking migrations over 3 to 4 days that travel at about
FRANK ET AL.
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25 km h−1 in both updip and downdip
directions but are constrained to the
sweet spot. Activity then ﬁnally breaks
into the transient zone and lasts for 2
to 3 days; no streaking migrations are
observed, but this is most likely due to the
sparse density of low-frequency earthquake sources in the transient zone. The
total duration of any episode is never
longer than 7 days. Given the similar
time-space history of each episode, we
propose that each low-frequency earthquake episode represents a repeating
transient slip event.

3. Low-Frequency Earthquake
Episodes as Repeating Slip
To test whether this supposition is true,
we use the identiﬁed episodes as a guide
to stack the GPS time series. If each
low-frequency earthquake episode represents a recurring slow slip event, we
suppose that any coherent signal in the
GPS time series will constructively stack,
while the random noise will sum incoherently. We determine the timing of each
episode in Figure 2 by picking the highest
rate of low-frequency earthquakes during
each episode. Low-frequency earthquake
activity during each picked episode is represented by their detrended cumulative
Figure 2. Low-frequency earthquake catalog in Guerrero, Mexico. The
plotted recurrence intervals for each event are deﬁned as the elapsed
event count (Figure 3). We determine this
time between sequential low-frequency earthquakes in a given source
quantity by calculating the cumulative
region, (a) the sweet spot or (b) the transient zone. The seven identiﬁed
low-frequency earthquake count during a
low-frequency earthquake episodes are indicated in Figure 2a. All
low-frequency earthquakes observed during the episodes are drawn as 300 day window centered on each of our
manual episode picks and removing the
black points; every other low-frequency earthquake in the Guerrero
catalog is shown as a grey point. The transient zone emits the highest
best ﬁt linear trend. Individual detrended
rates of low-frequency earthquakes during the large 2006 slow slip and counts are calculated for both the tranthe identiﬁed episodes.
sient zone and the sweet spot. To reﬁne
our picks of the episodes, we align the
seven episodes by the maximum of the cross correlations of the detrended counts in the transient zone
because activity there is more punctual than in the sweet spot due to its more brittle stick-slip activity regime
[Frank et al., 2015]. We prepare the GPS time series in a similar manner by applying 300 day windows to each of
the seven episodes and removing the secular or linear interslow slip trend at each of the cGPS stations (except
for UNIP which did not function before 2006), determined as the displacement rate before the large 2006 slow
slip event. With each of the episodes well aligned relative to one another using low-frequency earthquakes
as a guide, we now stack the GPS time series.
Figure 3a presents the south-north displacement time series on the regional cGPS network alongside the
detrended low-frequency earthquake activity stacked over the seven identiﬁed episodes. We observe a clear
maximum displacement of about 1.5 mm toward the south on the stacked displacement time series at both
cGPS stations closest to the transient zone, MEZC and IGUA. This movement is consistent with a release of
tectonic stress but is at least 20 times smaller than the 4–5 cm displacements observed at the same stations
during the larger 2006 slow slip event. This displacement is not visible on the individual GPS time series, but
a coherent signal across the entire regional GPS network emerges after stacking as shown in Figures 3b and
FRANK ET AL.
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Figure 3. Stacked south-north GPS time series and low-frequency earthquake (LFE) activity trends. (a) After the noisy
individual time series (gray lines) centered on each episode at the two closest cGPS stations are stacked (black lines), a
southward displacement of about 1.5 mm is visible at 0 and ±90 days (dashed lines), evidence of a periodic short-term
slow slip event. The stacked detrended cumulative LFE counts of the transient zone (purple) and the sweet spot (red)
also constructively stack at 0 and ±90 days, conﬁrming that the entire LFE source region activates during smaller slow
slip just as it does for the large slow slip events. (b) The recurring short-term slow slip is visible across the entire network
as evidenced by the stacked 10 day smoothed south-north displacement time series (colored lines). The average stacked
displacement for the plotted subset of stations is shown in black.
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S1 in the supporting information. We suggest that the coherent movement at day 0 on the stacked GPS time
series represents the displacement resulting from an “averaged” slow slip event over the seven individual
episodes. In addition to the primary displacement during the episodes, we observe smaller movements to
the south at about ±90 days relative to the episode that are also accompanied by low-frequency earthquake
activity. We suggest that these smaller displacements indicate a 3 month periodicity of the short-term slow
slip events. To compare, the mean recurrence of the seven low-frequency earthquake episodes is 91 days. A
variability in the 90 day periodicity and the averaging in time and space over seven diﬀerent events most likely
causes smearing during the stacking process and explains the relatively smaller displacements at ±90 days.
That this signal only emerges after stacking suggests that this slow slip cycle was previously hidden within
the noise and explains why it was not previously observed. The coherent displacement across the network
along with the observed periodicity conﬁrms that each episode represents a recurring short-term release of
tectonic stress whose slip distribution is similar over each of the seven episodes.
3.1. Comparing Short- and Long-Term Slow Slip
To estimate the amount of dislocation at the plate interface during this averaged short-term slow slip event,
we pick the displacement vectors for each of the local cGPS stations on the stacked GPS time series. We
estimate the error of our picks as the standard deviation of the stacked 300 day window. A qualitative comparison between the displacement vectors of the short-term slow slip (Figure 1a) with those of the 2006 event
(Figure 1b) shows that the inland displacements are relatively larger than the coastal displacements, suggesting a diﬀerent slip distribution at the plate interface. To better constrain the source region of the averaged
short-term slow slip, we perform a static inversion of the slip that we further detail in the supporting information. We present the ﬁnal slip distributions for both the small and large slow slip events [Radiguet et al., 2011]
in Figure 1. The maximum slip of 6 mm of the averaged slow slip is signiﬁcantly smaller than the 16 cm of slip
estimated for the large 2006 slow slip event but comparable to the faster slow slip events around the world,
such as the 2 cm events that occur every 14 months in Cascadia [Dragert et al., 2001] or the 1.2 cm events
that occur every 6 months in central Japan [Hirose and Obara, 2006]. We consider the modeled short-term
slow slip magnitude of Mw 6.4 as an upper limit due to the strong smoothing applied to take into account the
uncertainties of the measured displacements.
The greatest concentration of slip for the small events is located between the transient zone and the sweet
spot, farther downdip than the location of maximum slip for the large slow slip events. Along with the
observed relatively larger displacements inland, this further suggests that a diﬀerent portion of the subduction interface slips during the small and large events. Just as the recurrence times of tectonic tremor and
low-frequency earthquakes are observed to decrease with distance from the trench due to the changing
frictional properties along the subduction interface [Obara et al., 2010; Wech and Creager, 2011; Frank et al.,
2015], we suggest that there are multiple slow slip cycles along dip and that there is an analogous decrease
of recurrence for slow slip events with distance from the trench. These observations along with others [Hirose
and Obara, 2005; Obara, 2011] corroborate a recent suggestion that there is a continuum of slip modes that
correspond to the full spectrum of possible friction regimes between stick-slip and stable sliding [Peng and
Gomberg, 2010; Wech and Creager, 2011]. There are several proposed models that can explain the decreasing recurrence intervals with increasing distance from the trench, such as a temperature-controlled evolution
of friction [Wech and Creager, 2011] or a progressive enrichment and deposition of silica along the subduction interface that lowers permeability and favors the development of high pore ﬂuid pressure [Audet and
Bürgmann, 2014]. Given that temperatures at the interface still increase along dip despite a subhorizontal
subduction interface [Manea and Manea, 2011], both models, being primarily temperature controlled, are feasible and it is not possible for us to favor one model or the other based on our observations. Regardless of the
model, pore ﬂuid pressure is very likely to play a signiﬁcant role in Guerrero [Manea and Manea, 2011; Frank
et al., 2015].

4. Conclusions
Using low-frequency earthquakes in Guerrero, Mexico as an in situ monitor of where and when slow slip is
occurring on the subduction interface, we have presented an example of how systematically cataloged seismic repeater activity can be used to lower the noise level of cGPS stations and detect small amplitude slip
transients. Although we focus on cGPS data in this study, the same principle of detecting new small transient
slips through seismic observations applies to other types of geodetic instruments, such as strainmeters and
FRANK ET AL.
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tiltmeters. We speculate that through the systematic cataloging and analysis of repeating earthquakes, seismologically guided geodetic observations will become an important tool in revealing previously unobserved
slip modes at other plate interfaces around the world and understanding how and where slip occurs.
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